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SECTION - B

Answer any eight questions. Eaci canies 2 marks.

lf a is an element in a ring R, then prove that a0 = 0a = 0

Prove that if a ring element has a rnultiplicative inverse,.then it is unique. '

Leta, D and c belong to an integral domain. Prove that if a+0 and aD=ac, then
a-^

ShOw that 0 is the only nilpotent element in an integral domain-

Prove that the ideal (x2 + 1) is maximal in RIxl.\/

1 6. PrDve that the only ideals of a field F are {0} and F itself.
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Detemirp alt ring homomorphisms from z to z.

Find a polynomial with integer coefficienfs that has 
= 

*O ] are zeros.23
Give an example of a field that properly iEntains thefeld of complex numbers c.

Let F be a field and let a be a. non zero dement of F. Show that if f,(x+a) is
Ineducible over F, then f(x) is ineducible over F.

Consbuct a field of o'd,et 25.
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22. Find the kemel of the dng hbmomorphism 9 ,fiom R{!l onto c given by
f(x) -+ f (,).

23. Prove that in an:integral domain, every prime iS irqducible.

24. Sholn that zlxl is not a principal ldeaf domain.

25. Find gandrin zlil such that 3-0i=(2+5i)q+r andd(r)<d(2+5i)...

26. Show thattur any non triMal ideal Iof zlil, zlil . - ...--:: ts tnlle-'I
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. SECTION - C
.l

Answer any six questions. Each canies 4 marks.

Let R be a ring. Prove lhdt a2 - b2 = (a + b) (a - b)v a, b e R ..rt and.only if R is
commutativ€. 

. 
, 

,

Let R be a ring with unity 1. Shor/ that if t has.ord€r n under addition, then the
characterislic of R is ,.

29.. Show that a finite commutative ring with no zero divisors and at least two
elements has a unity.

30, Find all soluuons of the equation x3 -2x2 -3=O in 42.

31. Leti bea ring homomorphismfrom a ring Rtoa dngs. LetA be a subring of R.
Prove that if A is an ideal and (, is onto S, then p(A) is an ideal.
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32. Let F be a fietd. tt t(x)e Flxl and d€gf(x) is 2 or 3, then prove that f(x)
reducible over F if and only if f(x) has a zeK, in F. .

33. Find the quotient and remainder upon dividing tlx)=3ya a*t *2rz*,
9$)= x2 +4x+2, where f1x1 and g(x) belong to z5(x).

Chect whether f (x)=l1f -3r! *2x+9 is an ineducjble polynomial over e.

Show thal 7 is i.reducible in the ring z :51.

Prove that every Euclidean Domain is an Prlncipal ldeal Domain.

frove. 
ffrat in a PlD, any strictly increasing chain of ideals /, c/. c... must be

finlte in length.

Let.D be a Euclidean Domain with measure d. Show that il a and b ae
associates in D, th en d (a) + d (b).

(6x4c24.t$ad<s).
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